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nobel prize winning scientist who endorsed obama now says - by marc morano climate depot july 6 2015 8 34 pm with
1109 comments climate depot exclusive dr ivar giaever a nobel prize winner for physics in 1973 declared his dissent on man
made global warming claims at a nobel forum on july 1 2015 i would say that basically global warming is a non problem dr
giaever announced during his speech titled global warming revisited, what s going on in the north atlantic realclimate the atlantic circulation amoc as part of the global overturning circulation of the oceans in an animation from nasa difficult to
measure climate models have long predicted such a slowdown both the current 5th and the previous 4th ipcc report call a
slowdown in this century very likely which means at least 90 probability, communities voices and insights washington
times - as we have seen in the united states in vibrant real time over the last several years the media have become a
battleground for the powerful to fight it out with the goal of altering public, what s wrong with the food you eat forbes what are you doing to help fix it like many of the world s big problems this one can be tackled at its core with education
haven s kitchen demystifies cooking and shows others how to create, still epic fail 73 climate models vs measurements in response to those who complained in my recent post that linear trends are not a good way to compare the models to
observations even though the modelers have claimed that it s the long term behavior of the models we should focus on not
individual years here are running 5 year averages for the tropical tropospheric temperature models versus observations click
for full size, time current breaking news national world updates - breaking news and analysis from time com politics
world news photos video tech reviews health science and entertainment news, book review what s wrong with the world
slate star codex - g k chesterton s 1910 collection what s wrong with the world surprisingly does not open with this is going
to take more than one book in fact he is quite to the point about exactly what he thinks the problem is now to reiterate my
title this is what is wrong, climate engineering and microwaved skies climate - dane wigington geoengineeringwatch org
we are all swimming in a sea of microwave transmissions that are decimating the climate system and are extremely harmful
to all life forms, conflict vs mistake slate star codex - i for one think this is a great change and a brilliant post absolutely
less time delightedly exploring still more abstruse mistake theory legible problems although these are fun and the theory that
total unity is possible feels good in favor of more time spent on projects such as which candidates are really fighting for the
people vs just astroturfed shills hear hear, up what s so misleading about nassim haramein - the issue here is not so
much that he got something wrong but that he is capable of presenting a theory in all seriousness that gives results that are
so far from reality without even stopping to notice if you re trying to present a theory that s supposed to represent reality
surely you would ensure that you a understand what your answers mean and b take every opportunity to compare, with
climate journalism like this who needs fiction - the colored map shows the concentration of arctic sea ice as measured
by the the amsr2 satellite instrument the second frame in the animation is a mosaic of images from nasa s aqua satellite,
geoengineering is fueling blindingly rapid climate shift - exposing the climate geoengineering cover up marc while i
know this is really none of my business but perhaps you may consider her departure a blessing sometimes the god within us
removes sticky stuff from our universe when we are too caught up to do so ourselves, are climate models overstating
warming climate etc - by ross mckitrick a number of authors including the ipcc have argued that climate models have
systematically overstated the rate of global warming in recent decades a recent paper by millar et al 2017 presented the
same finding in a diagram of temperature change versus cumulative carbon emissions since 1870 the horizontal axis is
correlated, an inconvenient deception how al gore distorts climate - al gore has provided a target rich environment of
deceptions in his new movie after viewing gore s most recent movie an inconvenient sequel truth to power and after reading
the book version of the movie i was more than a little astounded the new movie and book are chock full of bad science bad
policy and factual errors, watch weather channel founder john coleman reveals the - john coleman a founder of the
weather channel appeared on cnn to reiterate his stance that climate change is not happening the veteran weather
forecaster told cnn s reliable sources that the news network was promoting an inaccurate view on the issue, what s the
optimal cholesterol level nutritionfacts org - no matter where we live how old we are or what we look like health
researchers from the institute of circulatory and respiratory health have discovered that 90 of the chance of having a first
heart attack can be attributed to nine modifiable risk factors the nine factors that could save our lives include, answers the
most trusted place for answering life s - answers com is the place to go to get the answers you need and to ask the
questions you want, quick list of shows pegmedia org - other shows for the following shows a small charge for the
download costs will be made to the downloader shows in this category can be as good as or better than free shows and

certainly should be worth much more that the small amount needed to cover the download, lewis howes what our culture
gets wrong about masculinity - tony i agree with you on a lot see my post below i am disgusted with the constant
demonizing of men the problem is not toxic masculinity anymore than it is toxic femininity the real problem is a lack of god
and the bible in this liberal culture, schwarzenegger on deniers strap them to a tailpipe for - a science presenter writer
speaker former tv host author of the skeptic s handbook over 200 000 copies distributed available in 15 languages, video
latest news breitbart - breitbart tv is the home of the hottest video on politics world events culture and media, lexis
advance online legal research lexisnexis - news lexis advance has been named the best legal solution by the 2017 siia
codie awards these premier awards for the software and information industries called out lexis advance vast content data
analytics and visualization tools as cutting edge and best in the legal industry
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